As a candidate of quantum gravity in ultra high energy, the (3 + 1)-dimensional Hořava-Lifshitz gravity with critical exponent z = 1, indicates anisotropy between time and space at short distance. The gravity is generalized to include an arbitrary spatial dimension d, a generic dynamical Ricci flow parameter λ, as well a detailed balance violation parameter ǫ. In arbitrary dimensional generalized HL d+1 gravity with z ≥ d at long distance, we study the topological neutral black hole solutions with general λ, as well as the topological charged black holes with λ = 1. The HL gravity as a ultra-violet complete gauge field theory of gravity in the path-integral formulation is adopted. While in the Hamiltonian approach, it reduces to Dirac-De Witt's canonical gravity with λ = 1. In particularly, the topological charged black holes in HL 4 with z = 4 and in HL 3 with z = 2 case for λ = 1 are solved. Their asymptotical behaviors near the infinite boundary and near the horizon are explored respectively. We also study the behavior of the topological black holes metric in the HL 4 gravity with U (1) gauge field in the zero temperature limit and finite temperature limit, respectively. Thermodynamics of the topological charged black holes with λ = 1, including temperature, entropy, heat capacity, and free energy are evaluated.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The main problem of traditional quantum gravity is that the gravitational coupling constant is dimensionful, with a negative dimension in mass units [G N ] = −2. As a result, at the quantum loop level, the theory is by definition not a renormalizable theory [1] . In Refs. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , Hořava proposed a quantum field theory of gravity with dynamical critical exponent z (z = 1 signifies that the scalings of time and space are anisotropy at short distance, thus the relativistic invariance is broken at ultra high energy scale), which measures the anisotropy between space and time, although the homogeneous of pure spatial space are still assumed. The theory describes an interacting non-relativistic renormalizable gravity at short distance, assuming that the theory is in the (d + 1) dimensional space-time(where d denoting the dimension of space), then the ultra-violet (UV) theory with z = d is power-counting renormalizable at the UV energy scale. The theory flows naturally to the relativistic one with critical exponent z = 1 at long wave limit, with Lorentz invariance presenting as an accidental symmetry restored at large distance. Meanwhile the theory becomes the classical Einstein's general relativity in the infrared(IR) limit. In literatures, this theory is called Hořava-Lifshitz gravity as a candidate of quantum gravity, i.e., as one possible UV completion of Einstein's gravity theory. The higher derivative terms can improve the renormalizability of the theory, without the usual attendant problem of ghosts.
In this paper, we begin with the topological black holes in (3 + 1)-dimensional Hořava-Lifshitz (HL) gravity with critical exponent z = 3 in ultra high energy, which indicates anisotropy between time and space at short distance, while the pure spatial space with topological index k = 0, ±1, corresponding to Ricci flat, sphere and hyperbolic spatial hyersurface, respectively are still assumed homogeneous. The gravity is generalized to include arbitrary spatial dimensions d, a generic Ricci flow parameter λ, as well a detailed balance violation parameter ǫ. The motivation of the generalization to arbitrary dimensions origins from the fact that the dimensions of the space-time are essential to critical exponent, which describes the critical phenomena behavior of physical quantities(or Landau's order parameters) near continuous phase transitions [9] . For example, the critical exponents of the ferromagnetic transition in Ising model, namely α, β, γ, δ, ν etc, depend on the dimensions of the space-time. This can be understood through the renormalization group paradigm [8, 12] , e.g., in perturbative approach, by using the dimensional regularization [10, 11] in momentum space-time, to calculate Feynman loop diagrams, which indicate that the quantum loop effects in arbitrary dimensions, e.g., d = 2 and d = 3 have significantly distinguishable physical consequence. To be brief, we investigate a generalized HL d+1 gravity with z ≥ d at long distance, so that high curvature terms are irrelevant. In the pure spatial sphere symmetric case with Ricci scalar index k = 1, the topological neutral black holes just reduce to be Anti-de Sitter (AdS) or de Sitter (dS) Schwarzschild black hole, with negative (with λ > 1/d) or positive (with λ < 1/d) effective cosmological constant Λ, respectively. In the complete violation of detailed balance condition with ǫ = 1, the topological charged black holes just reduce to be Reissner-Nordström (RN) AdS topological black holes due to the classical Einstein-Maxwell dynamics at large distance. The HL gravity as a gauge field theory of gravity in the path-integral formulation is adopted, while the dynamic Ricci flow equation for the Riemannian manifold with λ = 1 are emphasized, which reduces to the Dirac-De Witt's canonical gravity [14, 15] . In particular, by using Hamiltonian approach, we have solved the topological charged black holes in HL gravity with λ = 1 and U (1) gauge field. In particularly, the topological charged black holes in HL 4 with z = 4 and in HL 3 with z = 2 cases are solved. Their asymptotic behavior in the infinite boundary and near horizon behavior are explored respectively, both of which deduce scale invariances on the black branes. Moreover, we study the behaviors of the topological black holes metric in the HL 4 gravity with U (1) gauge field in zero temperature and finite temperature limit, respectively at and near extremal black holes horizon. Thermodynamics of topological charged black holes metric with λ = 1, including temperature, entropy, heat capacity, and free energy are discussed as well.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we solve the topological charged black holes metric in HL 4 gravity with both critical exponent z = 3 and 4 at a UV fixed point, with the detailed balance violation parameter ǫ, but with Ricci flow parameter λ = 1. In particularly, the solutions in HL 3 gravity with critical exponent z = 2 at the UV fixed point with λ = 1 obtained, too. This metric essentially have the significant different physics from HL 4 gravity case. While in this paper, we mainly focus on HL 4 gravity with critical exponent z = 3 and z = 4 at the UV fixed point. In Section III, we explore both infinite boundary and near horizon behaviors of the topological charged black holes in HL gravity. In the infinite boundary limit, we can recover the pure AdS d+1 metric, with constant negative Ricci scalar curvature and isomorphic group 1 SO(2, d), which is same as the d-dimensional conformal symmetry group of ddimensional Minkowski space R 1,d−1 . While in the near extremal horizon limit, we obtain AdS 2 metric along (r, t) plane with IR conformal symmetry, which is perpendicular to the pure spatial hypersurface of topological charged black holes with topological index k = 0, ±1. By using Hawking temperature at or near extremal black holes horizon, one would expect to have corresponding scale invariance embedding in IR (r, t) boundary at both zero and finite temperature, respectively. Some basic physical thermodynamic quantities of the topological charged black holes in HL 4 are calculated and summarized in Section IV. Conclusion is given in Section V. In Appendix A, we briefly review the field theory strucutre of Hořava-Lifshitz gravity, including both path integral and Hamiltonian formalism. The characteristic physical consequence of the HL gravity in various dimensional space-time, in particularly HL 3 with z = 2 and HL 4 with z = 3, 4 are briefly summarized in Appendix B.
In this paper, we use the small letter i, j, = 1, 2, ..., d−1 to denote the index of pure spatial coordinate x i , the Greek symbols µ, ν, = 0, 1, ..., d − 1, to denote index of the ordinary space-time coordinate x µ ∼ (τ, x i ), and the capital letter M, N, = r, 0, 1, ..., d − 1 to denote the index of bulk space-time coordinates x M ∼ (r, x µ ).
II. TOPOLOGICAL BLACK HOLES IN GENERALIZED HOŘAVA-LIFSHITZ GRAVITY
In the Section, we will mainly focus on the HL gravity in (3 + 1)-dimensions. The action of HL 4 gravity at the z = 3 UV fixed point in Eq.(B.17) can be re-expressed 1 In the paper, we adapt the {−, +, +, . . .} signature.
as
(II.1)
The first two terms in the L 0 are kinetic actions, while the residue are potential actions. The third term in L 0 consists two parts: one is the spatial Ricci scalar term Λ W R and the other is the spatial volume term Λ 2 W , which will dominate the dynamics of theory at the long distance. The lower dimensional operator Λ W in the W potential, will induce terms proportional to Λ W R and Λ 2 W from arbitrary z and flow to z = 1 in the infrared, which is the fixed point of the usual Einstein's gravity.
A. Topological Neural Black Holes in Generalized
HL d+1 gravity with Generic λ
The easiest way is to obtain the black holes solution of the HL gravity at z = 3 is through making an ansatz as the solution with respect to the action in Eq.(II.1), and then substitute the metric ansatz into the action to solve the metric [21] .
Let's consider a general topological black holes solution with arbitrary constant scalar curvature horizon [19] . The metric ansatz is
where dΩ 
for k = 0 case, we have a static plane with translational symmetric black branes ansatz
where we have transformed the metric in polar coordinates into one in Cartesian coordinates, by introducing
With the metric assumed in Eq.(II.2), one finds that Cotton tensor has no contribution in the metric. The full action of theory in Eq.(II.1) without Cotton tensor can be generalized to be that in
By substituting the metric ansatz in Eq.(II.2) into the Lagrangian of the bulk theory in Eq.(II.7) , one has
, (II.9)
where we have used Eq.(A.6) and Eq.(II.2) so that
Note that by using Eq.(III.2) and Eq.(III.5), the action in Eq.(II.9) and Eq.(II.10) can be re-expressed as
(II.12)
IR Relevant Dynamics: L0
The Lagrangian L 0 in the background of metric in Eq.(II.1) can be obtained from Eq.(II.11) through setting d = 3
By doing variation of Eq.(II.11) with respect to f (r) andÑ (r) respectively 2 , one obtains the equations of motion
where for d = 1, 2 case, theÑ can be an arbitrary function, thus one can choose them to be a constant for convenient. The solution turns out to bẽ
where c 1 is an integral constant with length dimension d − 2 which can be normalized to be a radial radius
Note that the constÑ (r) can be absorbed into the time coordinate. For the convenience, one can make choice for the constants.
with Λ will be given in Eq.(III.2) for d ≥ 3 case. Consequently, the exact solution to the topological metric in Eq.(II.2) in the IR limit of HL gravity turns out to be
This is nothing but the topological black holes in (d+ 1)-dimensional Einstein's general relativity with Λ W = 0. In (3 + 1)-dimensions, for the spherically symmetric case k = 1 in Eq.(II.3), by using the effective cosmological constant in Eq.(III.2)(Λ W = 2Λ/3), we obtain the metric as the solution with respect to the Lagrangian L 0 ,
2 Note that: the derivation of f ′ with respect to f , can be simplified by exchanging the variation and differential as δ f f ′ (r) = which is an Anti de Sitter (AdS)(for Λ < 0 if λ > 1/3) Schwarzschild black hole or de Sitter (dS)(for Λ > 0 if λ < 1/3) Schwarzschild black hole. This is consistent with the result in Ref. [21] . For AdS case with negative cosmological constant, let's make the notation that
by using Eq.(III.2). In this case, Eq.(II.16) becomes
i.e., for (3 + 1)-dimensions, we have Λ = −3/ℓ 2 , Λ W = −2/ℓ 2 . Therefore, the Lagrangian density L 0 which dominates at IR, still recover the AdS 4 black hole with negative cosmological constant in the usual HilbertEinstein action with λ = 1. While if the UV sector L 1 are taken into account, the IR physics of the black hole will be modified as we will see later on.
UV Relevant Dynamics: L0 + L1
The full Lagrangian L 0 +L 1 in the background of topological metric in Eq.(II.2) can be calculated explicitly with Eq.(II.11)(II.12). By observing the asymptotic behavior of the IR relevant solution in Eq.(II.14),
One can define a new function F (r)
According to Eq.(II.11) and Eq.(II.12), the full bulk Lagrangian L 0 + L 1 takes the form,
By doing variation with respect to F (r) andÑ (r) respectively, the equations of motion are obtained
which give solutions
where C F,N are both integration constants. It is worthy of noticing that
When C F = 0, namely F (r) = 0. In this caseÑ (r) is not restricted by the equations of motion, thus is an arbitrary function,
In this case, the metric solution in Eq.(II.2) becomes
The exponent coefficients in some special limit reduces to be
For the negative branch, λ − F is an increasing function of λ, and is always less than 2 for positive λ ∈ [1/d, +∞). It is always less than 2 for positive λ, thus the r 2 term in F (r) always dominates at large distance r → ∞. In another words, the negative branch of the function F (r) in HL gravity affect only the IR behavior of the topological black holes. While for the positive branch, there is a singularity at λ = 1. In summary, the value range of exponent of function F (r) are 
In summary, the general solution to the topological black holes in HL gravity is given in Eq.(II.2) with
It is worthy of noticing the difference between the metric of Lifshitz gravity in Refs. [35, 36] and the metric of topological neutral black holes in HL gravity with k = 0 case. To be more concrete,
where C N is normalized to be unit and C F can be absorbed into the cosmological constant.
where C N is normalized to be unit and C F is irrelevant in the infinite boundary. The solution has an IR singularity at r = 0 if C F = 0 in the large distance where C F is relevant.
3. λ = 1,
The stable solution for λ = 1(Λ W < 0), is asymptotically AdS d+1 at large distance and it has a IR singularity at (r = 0) if C F = 0, which could be covered by a black holes horizon at r = r + , where r + is the largest root of the equation f (r) = 0. The electric charge can be incorporated by coupling the electromagnetic field to the gravitational sector of the action [18, 19, 37, 40] . In the section, we consider the charged generalization of the topological black holes. The Hamiltonian action of the Maxwell field(or U (1) gauge field) in a curved space-time is
where N is the lapse function, g is the determinant of the induced metric of the ADM decomposition of spacetime. p i is the momentum conjugate to the spatial components of the Maxwell field A i or the vector potential, meanwhile the scalar potential is φ = A t . S
EM B
is a surface term that depends on the boundary conditions. The constant α is a parameter, which may be conveniently taken to be equal to the area of the hypersurface Ω d−1,k , i.e., a (d − 1)-unit sphere for k = 1 case. We will are only interested in the solutions without magnetic charge, radial, static Maxwell field, namely
where i = 1, 2, . . . d − 1. After imposing the above conditions, the action is reduced to be one for the Coulomb field takes the form 3 ,
The prime is the derivative with respect to the radial coordinate.
The Hamiltonian action of Maxwell field in the zero magnetic charge, radial static and spherically symmetric background in Eq.(II.38) is general. By considering the metric ansatz in Eq.(II.2), we find that N = √ g tt = N f (r) =Ñ √ g rr .
3 Note: In this above derivation, we have used thaṫ
In the following, let's consider the λ = 1 case 4 , in addition, to investigate the physical consequence for the deviation from detailed balance condition, we would like to assume a small derivation from detialed balance condition, measured by the detail balance violation parameter ǫ ∈ [0, 1),
where L 0 accounts for the IR relevant Lagrangian, ǫ 2 = 0 is a small variation from zero, the Lagrangian reduce to be the IR relevant one when ǫ = 1, but reduce to be the one with detailed balance condition with ǫ = 0. After substitute the metric ansatz in Eq.(II.2), according to Eq.(II.11) and Eq.(II.12), one obtains the full modified
where we have used that 
we obtain the (d + 1)-dimensional HL-Maxwell action at z = 3 with λ = 1,
Varying the action S with respect to F (r), one obtains
For d = 3 with ǫ = 0 case, it just reproduces to Eq.(II.23).
For λ = 1 case, one obtains
The general solution toÑ (r) for λ = 1 case becomes
Varying the action S with respect to φ(r), p(r) andÑ (r) respectively, one has the equations of motion
For neutral black holes in (3 + 1)-dimensions with p = 0 and ǫ = 0, above EOM, i.e., U 3 (r, λ) = 0 just reproduce Eq.(II.24).
For λ = 1 case, the EOMs above give the solutions below
N 0 , q 0 , φ 0 and c 0 are the integration constants, where N 0 ≡ N (∞) and φ 0 ≡ φ(∞) are the values of N and φ at infinity, q 0 is electric charge. It will be convenient for the metric by setting N 0 = µ and φ 0 ≡ µ at infinity, in this case one has
For d ≥ 3, the solution to F (r) becomes,
(II.54)
According to Eq.(II.21), we obtain
(II.55) By using Eq.(II.18), we have
where
In the limit ǫ → 1, we obtain the solution of topological charged black holes in (d + 1)-dimensional Einstein gravity. While in the limit of ǫ → 0, we obtain the solution of charged topological black holes in (d + 1)-dimensional HL garvity at z = 3 with λ = 1 case, which are the exact solution one are most interested. Thus the solution to the red shift factor in the charged black holes solution becomes
As expected, it is just the AdS( since Λ W < 0 for λ > 1/3) Reissner-Nordström black holes solution in the IR limit.
In (3 + 1)-dimensions, one has
(II.60)
In the IR limit at large distance, we have
The solution has a finite mass ∼ ℓ for non-vanishing ǫ, while it divergence at ǫ = 0, namely in the full detailed balance condition, the solution restore to be the corresponding ones in Eq.(II.60), where the divergence becomes a square root −2 r/ℓ − q 2 0 /(4ℓ 2 ). While when ǫ = 1, L 1 vanishes, namely no detailed balance condition are imposed, therefore the solution restore to be those in Eq.(II.60).
In (d+ 1)-dimensions, the solution of topological black holes solution corresponds to those in Eq.(II.55) and Eq.(II.56) with q 0 = 0, which becomes respectively
For HL 4 , one has
while for HL 5 , one has
In the limit ǫ → 1, the solutions are reduced to be the IR relevant solutions to the topological neutral black holes in HL gravity, which are exactly pure AdS 4 and AdS 5 spacetime with negative cosmological constant respectively,Ñ (r) = 1,
When detailed balance condition is satisfied, namely ǫ = 0, the solution reflects detailed balance condition of the theory,
For d = 2 case, one need to solve Eq.(II.51), with U 2 (r, 1) given by Eq.(II.43) with λ = 1, one need to solve
2r , which gives solution
(II.70)
C. Topological Charged Black Holes in Generalized HL4 Gravity at z = 4 with λ = 1
For the case we considered in Appendix B 2 a. When we only have W 1 and W 2 in Eq.(B.11) and Eq.(B.12), the full W is the action for topological massive gravity [28, 29, 31] and resulting HL gravity just has a z = 3 fixed point in the UV. To obtain a z = 4 gravity, one not only needs to keep the W 1 and W 2 , but also has to keep W 3 term in Eq.(B.20). In the case we choose β = −3/8, W represents the action of Euclidean version of the new massive gravity, which is a renormalizable gravity theory in the Minkowski spacetime [31] . The action of (3 + 1)-dimensional HL gravity at z = 4 in Eq.(B.28) can be re-expressed as
Assuming the metric ansatz for topological black holes in Eq.(II.2), for simplicity, consider the λ = 1 case, the action in Eq.(II.71) becomes
In the limit M → ∞, the terms due to operators ∼ R 2 in the potential W 3 in Eq.(B.20) vanishes, thus the action reduces to that in z = 3 HL gravity for λ = 1 case in Eq.(II.22),
When the term proportional to M −1 is present and dominates at UV in z = 4 HL gravity with λ = 1, let's consider a special case called new massive gravity [31] with β = −3/8. In this case, the total action with
By comparing Eq.(II.74) with Eq.(II.38), and choosing the conversion that in Eq.(II.44), then one obtains a EOM for charged black holes, in analogy to Eq.(II.50),
For HL gravity, one only need to consider the ǫ = 0 case,
from which, we obtain the topological charge black holes in HL 4 with z = 4,
When M → ∞, the solution reduce to be neutral black holes in HL 4 gravity at critical point z = 3 with ǫ = 0 and λ = 1. c 0 is an integral constant, which is given by Eq.(II.57), namely c 0 = 4ℓ d−4 = 4c 1 /ℓ 2 , and Λ W = −2/ℓ 2 for d = 3. c 0 can also be determined by the horizon radius via f (r + ) = 0, which gives
In the M → ∞ limit, the solution just reproduce the solution in z = 3 HL gravity in Eq.(II.60). In the infinite boundary, the red-shift factor becomes
For the Ricci flat case k = 0 with M fixed, the red-shift factor in the infinite boundary becomes
. The temperature becomes
In Ricci flat case with k = 0, the Hawking temperature is not affected by the W 3 term in Eq.(B.20). As be expected, the charge will not affect the entropy of the black holes, which gives the result as that in neutral black holes. From the temperature obtained above, one can define charge through extremal radius
By substitute the c 0 from solving f (r + ) = 0 in Eq.(II.79) and the q 0 above into the red-shift factor in Eq.(II.77), one obtains
It is obviously that f (r + ) = 0 is always satisfied. For finite temperature case r ⋆ < r + < r, the near horizon behavior is
where the last equality gives the the near horizon behavior of extremal black holes at the zero temperature case r + = r ⋆ . It is independent of the UV parameter M as expected.
III. CONFORMAL SYMMETRY ON THE BOUNDARY OF TOPOLOGICAL CHARGED BLACK HOLES IN GENERALIZED HOŘAVA-LIFSHITZ GRAVITY
A. Matching Generalized HL Gravity with λ = 1 to Einstein Gravity with Maxwell Action
Generalized HL d+1 Gravity with Gauge Field
Consider the modified action of HL d+1 gravity with ǫ = 0 due to the dynamics of L 0 + L 1 , as shown in Eq.(II.7), which reduce to be the Einstein gravity at large distance in the IR limit, with only L 0 relevant, namely
where κ G = 8πG N , G N is the effective Newton's gravitational constant, c is the effective speed of light in vacuum and Λ is effective cosmological constant. They can be expressed as UV parameters as below,
By using scaling dimension of the couplings in Eq.(A.16) and Eq.(A.23), one obtains the dimension for the effective speed of light, Newton's constant and cosmological constant,
As a result, at large distance, when d = 3 and z = 1, we have [κ G ] = −2 as expected in general relativity, which leads to a non-renormalizable theory in UV when quantum loops are taken into account. It means that the effective large distance speed of light originates microscopically from a relevant coupling in the UV theory describing the anisotropic dynamics of the space-time at short distance. Conversely, the UV parameters κ, Λ W can also be expressed by the physical measurable quantities,
At large distance all of them deduce from the UV complete non-relativistic gravity theory with dynamical critical exponent z = 1, which dominates at short distance.
By using effective speed of light and Newton's constant in Eq.(III.2), we have
From the expression in Eq.(III.2), we know that in the space-time at large distance with d ≥ 3 and λ = 1, the cosmological constant can only be negative
i.e. for d = 3 case, one has 
with the red-shift factor,
with d ≥ 3 case as given in Eq.(II.52) and Eq.(II.56)
or with d = 2 as special case as given in Eq.(II.53) and Eq.(II.69),
where we have used that
to match with the AdS in the IR limit at large distance.
For the case of maximal detail balance violation case with ǫ = 1 in generalized HL gravity with λ = 1, its dynamics are completely determined by L 0 , i.e., Einstein's gravity. As shown in Eq.(II.56), it just reproduces the topological charged black holes in AdS d+1 geometric, namely the Reissner-Nordström(RN) metric,
While for the case of no detail balance violation with ǫ = 0 in HL gravity with λ = 1, its dynamics are determined by both L 0 and L 1 , i.e.,L 0 + L 1 with λ = 1. As shown in Eq.(II.56), it just reproduces the topological charged black holes metric in HL d+1 gravity,
For Ricci flat case k = 0, one obtains the charged black branes in generalized HL d+1 gravity
where we have used the notation that dΩ
In the infinite boundary r → ∞, g(r) → 1. Aŝ H is coordinate independent parameter, the metric in Eq.(III.15) just reduces to be the pure AdS d+1 spacetime, namely
by making the re-scaling law behavior
which implies that the effective cosmological constant Λ →Ĥ 2 Λ. This implies that in the momentum k spacetime, the high curvature due to Lagrangian (1 − ǫ 2 )L 1 will contributes a re-scaling law in momentum space
Conformal Coordinate in Infinite Boundary
The metric in Eq.(III.9), can also be expressed in inverse radial coordinate u ≡ ℓ 2 /r as
The coordinate u can be identified as the RG cutoff scale ∼ Λc.
with Eq.(III.10) becomes,
For Ricci flat case, Eq.(III.15) becomes,
The non-trivial function g(u) indicates that the physics is changing with scale. The charged black branes provide a "universal" geometric description of many different systems at a finite length scale r, independent of specific microscopic details.
In the infinite boundary condition r → ∞, one has g(r) → 1. In the conformal coordinate, the infinite boundary is lying at u → 0 with g(u) → 1 too. One just obtains a generalized HL d+1 space-time metric in conformal coordinate,
where the signature of the ordinary space-time is chosen
It is obvious that there is a scale invariance for the metric with a scale transformation u → e α(x µ ) u along the u coordinate. By making the re-scaling law behavior in Eq.(III.17),
As discussed before, this just reduces to the pure AdS d+1 space-time, by just using the re-scaling law on momentum
For HL 4 gravity at z = 4 fixed point, by using Eq.(II.80), we obtain effective pure AdS 4 black branes, 
Matching HL Gravity to Einstein Gravity with AdS Symmetry
We consider Einstein gravity
which should match the leading order of generalized HL d+1 gravity, in the IR limit at large distance, i.e., the leading order action S 0 in Eq.(III.1). The Hamiltonian expression of the Maxwell action S EM as shown in Eq.(II.36), is equivalent to the action of U (1) gauge field,
where g 2 em is the electric charge coupling of the gauge field.
The full action of Einstein gravity in Eq.(III.26) and Maxwell action at large distance becomes 2 for AdS gravity at large distance, where ℓ is the AdS radius. In addition, we have introduced an effective dimensionless gauge coupling g F as a measure of the relative strength of the electromagnetic and gravitational forces,
where ℓ is the curvature radius of AdS. It is obviously that the effective couplings of the bulk theory, g F is becoming stronger as gravitational force is becoming weaker, and it becomes divergent in the κ G → 0 limit . Thus the effective gauge coupling g F characterizes the relative strength of the U (1) gauge and gravitational forces. After doing variation with respect to the metric and the gauge field respectively, on obtain the the Einstein equations and Maxwell equation
or equivalently, after subtracting the Ricci scalar, one obtains
Firstly, assuming that the topological background metric in Eq.(III.9) has a Ricci flat hypersurface with index k = 0, namely Eq.(III.13).
Secondly, assuming that there is neither external source J M = 0, nor magnetic field, but only a static electric field, then
In terms of vector potential, it is equivalent to assume that the vector potential has only time component, A(r) = (A t (r), 0, . . . , 0). For simplicity, it is assumed that:
By substituting the vector potential into the ansatz metric in Eq.(III.13), the equation of motion of Maxwell and Einstein in Eq.(III.30) become,
By imposing the infinite boundary condition for vector potential, i.e., the Maxwell field is non-vanishing but has finite charge density A t (r → ∞) = µ = 0, the equations of motion above give the Maxwell vector potential and the metric
where q 0 and c 1 are integral constants, q 0 is physically equivalent to the bulk charge density of the Maxwell field in (d + 1)-dimensional space-time and c 1 is physically equivalent to the interaction source of the geometrythe Mass ∼ 2M . By comparing with Eq.(II.44), one can deduce that α = g 2 em ℓ 2 c −3 so that the IR relevant solutions to HL gravity with ǫ = 1 and Maxwell gauge field are consistent with the Reissner-Nordström(RN) AdS d+1 metric with k = 0 case.
In this case of HL gravity with ǫ = 1, the vector potential of the gauge field in Eq.(II.59) can be re-expressed as
In the second equality of the first equation, we have used Eq.(II.57).
To match with the Reissner-Nordström(RN) AdS d+1 metric, by comparing with Eq.(III.34) and Eq.(III.35), one obtains the charge
By comparing with Eq.(III.29) and using Eq.(III.37)
and comparing with Eq.(III.36), we have Therefore, the charge can also be expressed with characterize length
, where r 0 is the horizon radius determined by the largest positive root of the red shift factor f (r 0 ) = 0 and also A t (r 0 ) = 0. 
The radius of the horizon in r coordinates is defined as the root of the function f (r) = 0 for k = ±1 or g(r) = 0 for k = 0 case in Eq.(III.13) and Eq.(III.10), from which we obtain the mass parameter of the charged black hole
where the charge is defined by character length ℓ F via Eq.(III.41), which essentially reflects the competition through relative strength of gravity and electromagnetic forces.
By using Eq.(III.43), f (r) in Eq.(III.10) with g(r)
from which, it is obvious that r 0 is the horizon radius determined by f (r 0 ) = 0. The Hawking temperature of a topological black holes carrying with charge, which is by definition proportional to the surface gravity, turns out to be
where to match with the results in HL d+1 (ǫ = 1) and AdS d+1 , we have used the matching relation in Eq.(III.38). One can observe that for Ricci flat case, T H is independent of ǫ, i.e., Hawking temperature is irrelevant to detailed balance condition for k = 0 case.
Finite Temperature Case
According to Eq.(III.77), the extremal radius of the charged black holes is achieved at a length scale where the temperature is vanishing, thus one can define a specific Q = Q(r ⋆ ) by choosing a specific extremal horizon radius r ⋆ ,
which means that assuming the charge parameter of the topological charged black hole is a conversed physical quantity, then it can be defined by the horizon radius of its extremal black hole.
By substituting the charge back into the temperature in Eq.(III.45), it can be expressed with r ⋆ ,
It is easy to check that the temperature is vanishing at horizon radius of its extremal black hole, i.e.,
T H (r ⋆ ) = 0. While for any horizon radius r 0 ≥ r ⋆ , one have T H (r 0 ) ≥ 0. Especially, for r 0 r ⋆ , it corresponds to a low but small finite temperature limit. By substituting the new definition of the charge density of the topological black holes defined in Eq.(III.46) back into the red-shift factor in Eq.(III.44) with assuming r 0 r ⋆ , namely near the horizon of the extremal black holes with finite temperature, g(r) with d ≥ 3 can be re-expressed as g(r) By expanding the temperature defined in Eq.(III.47) around extremal horizon region r ≈ r ⋆ , one obtains the finite temperature limit,
where r 0 > r ⋆ , and we have defined a new length scale
One can express r and u coordinates in terms of new parameters η k and ζ k ,
where the new parameters are defined through,
As bulk geometry is approaching the extremal horizon r 0 → r ⋆ , the temperature in Eq.(III.50) is approaching zero 
At near extremal horizon region 6 , the red-shift factor
It is worthy of noticing that the ǫ will not be present, which means that detailed balance parameter in the UV will not affect the near horizon behavior of the physics. The absence of ǫ ∼ 0 in the UV is important for HL gravity, since this leads HL gravity to flow to z = 3 fixed point, which will be a renormalizable quantum gravity theory in the UV limit at short distance.
The near extremal horizon radius of topological charged black holes metric in HL d+1 gravity becomes,
and the corresponding gauge field at the finite temperature limit (T = 0) are
where we have introduced an dimensionless effective IR gauge coupling e d,k as defined below,
Zero Temperature Case
For topological charged black hole with zero temperature at its extremal horizon, at r 0 = r ⋆ , T = 0 as been shown in Eq.(III.47).
By using Eq.(III.46), the characterize length ℓ F in Eq.(III.41) can be re-expressed as,
, from which, the extremal horizon radius can be expressed as
The factor g(r) in Eq.(III.48) and Eq.(III.49) becomes g(r)
The gauge field in Eq.(III.35) becomes
At near extremal horizon radius, the gauge field in Eq.(III.59) becomes
where in the last equality, we have used the new parameters defined in Eq.(III.54).
The red-shift factor in Eq.(III.10) with g(r) in Eq.(III.66) becomes
Thus, the near extremal horizon radius of topological charged black holes metric in HL d+1 gravity and corresponding gauge field at zero temperature limit (T = 0) are,
where e d,k is defined as in Eq.(III.64) except that r 0 = r ⋆ hear.
Therefore, at very close to the extremal horizon, the topological charged black holes metric becomes AdS 2 × Ω d−1,k with the curvature radius of AdS 2 given by ℓ 2,k defined in Eq.(III.52), which applies to the region (r − r ⋆ ) ≪ r (or (u ⋆ − u) ≪ u ⋆ ). As r → r ⋆ , η k → ∞, the time direction shrinks to zero, and the the spatial direction approaches a constant, the Maxwell field approaches zero.
It implies that the boundary theory of the bulk gravity at low energy in the IR limit at large distance, flows to a fixed point with AdS 2 × Ω d−1,k symmetry. The AdS 2 symmetry appears in the near extremal horizon region. The AdS 2 is isomorphic to a full SL(2, R) group, which owns the scaling isometry:
The long time limit just corresponds to the low frequency limit, since ω is conjugate to t. While the residue (d−1)-dimensional hypersurface Ω d−1,k is scaling irrelevant.
For example, in (3 + 1)-dimensional momentum spacetime, we have
where the momentum in a Ricci flat brane(k = 0) is κ = | k|, with the corresponding spatial coordainte boundary geometry given by R 2 , i.e., Eq.(II.5). While for those in a sphere(k = 1) or hyperbolic(k = −1) hypersurface are κ l = l, −(l + 1), where l ∈ Z, with the corresponding spatial coordinate boundary geometry given by Eq.(II.3) and Eq.(II.4) respectively. Therefore, in the low frequency limit, the ddimensional boundary theory with finite charge density should be described by a IR CFT 1 , which is a conformal symmetry only in the time direction(of course one has take a notice that the spatial direction still have important physical consequence along transverse sector), i.e a (0 + 1)-dimensional conformal quantum mechanics, including the scale invariance along the time direction. This IR CFT 1 is a new conformal symmetry due to collective behavior of a large number of degrees of charged excitation, thus it is distinguished from the UV CFT d in the asymptotic infinite boundary, which is broken by the finite charge density. d≥3
(III.76) from which, it is obvious that r 0 is the horizon radius determined by g(r 0 ) = 0, since f (r 0 ) =Ĥ −2 (r 0 /ℓ) 2 g(r 0 ) = 0.
In the case, the temperature in Eq.(III.45) becomes
where the charge of the black hole, according to Eq.(III.46), can be measured by the its extremal horizon radius r ⋆ ,
] is consistent with Eq.(III.38). Alternatively, this is equivalently that the extremal radius of horizon is defined by the charge of black brane, e.g., for k = 0 case,
where we have introduced the conformal coordinate u ⋆ ≡ ℓ 2 /r ⋆ . From Eq.(III.79), we have that
where u 0 is the horizon radius and u ⋆ is the extremal horizon radius. Thus the singularity at r ⋆ is covered by the horizon radius r 0 . In this case, the temperature in Eq.(III.47) becomes
(III.81) By using Eq.(III.75) and Eq.(III.78) the mass of the black holes becomes
The lower bound of the mass just corresponds to the zero temperature case when r 0 = r ⋆ . For Ricci flat case with k = 0, by using Eq.(III.78), the charged black brane in Eq.(III.76) can be re-expressed as
(III.82)
It also worthy of noticing that g(r 0 ) = 0 is still true. At finite temperature case, the finite new coordinates defined in Eq.(III.55) and Eq.(III.56) becomes 
where e d,0 is given by Eq.(III.64)
The temperature(with respect to t) near the horizon in Eq.(III.58) becomes,
It implies that at finite charge density, the bulk geometry near-horizon boundary becomes AdS 2 × R d−1 . The scale invariance of the AdS 2 implies that at low energies the corresponding dynamics on the boundary will be controlled by a (0 + 1)-dimensional CFT.
Let's consider zero temperature case with T = 0 at the extremal horizon of charged black holes, where r 0 = r ⋆ (or in conformal coordinate u 0 = u ⋆ ). In this case g(r)
in Eq.(III.82) can be re-expressed as In the zero temperature limit, the metric in Eq.(III.85) reduce to the T = 0 case, 
The u ⋆ corresponds to a single scale, which is proportional to the effective dimensionless gauge coupling g F . The scale is increasing with the relative strength of the electromagnetic forces with respect to that of the gravitational force. By using Eq.(III.95), the effective dimensionless IR gauge coupling defined in Eq.(III.64) becomes,
which implies that the chemical potential µ can be defined in terms of effective dimensionless IR gauge couplings e d and effective dimensionless UV gauge coupling g F at Ricci flat case, i.e., µ ≡ √ 2e d /(g F ℓ 2 ). Therefore, µ is defined inverse proportional to the UV gauge couplings g F . Consequently, the chemical potential is measured by the relative strength of the gravitational forces and electromagnetic forces at UV, which is obvious by observing Eq.(III.29).
IV. THERMODYNAMICS OF TOPOLOGICAL CHARGED BLACK HOLES IN GENERALIZED HOŘAVA-LIFSHITZ GRAVITY
In the section, we would like to explore the thermodynamics of the topological charged black holes solution in generalized HL d+1 gravity, by using the Hamiltonian approach as those used in dimensional continued gravity in [18] , [19] . The thermodynamics of topological neutral black holes in HL gravity with generic λ has been explored by using the canonical Hamiltonian formulation [22] .
A. Euclidean Action and Partition function
The partition function for a thermodynamical ensemble is identified with the Euclidean path integral in the saddle point approximation around Euclidean continuation of the classical solution 9 . Consider the Euclidean continuation of the action of topological black holes for general λ in Hamiltonian from S → −S E ,
where S EB is a boundary term. N and N i are lapse function and shift variable respectively. For the metric ansatz in Eq.(II.2), we have lapse function N 2 =Ñ (r) 2 f (r). On one hand, the shift variable N i = 0, on the other hand, we do not need to give the explicit form of the momentum H i and conjugate π ij ofġ ij since we are considering static black holes case with π ij = 0. Then the Euclidean action is reduced to be 
9 After Wick-rotating to the imaginary time t → τ = it, one has the consequence relations as beloẇ
Then the action in Eq.(A.11) becomes S(dt, dx) → iS E (dτ, dx), from which one obtains the Euclidean action of HL gravity, then the partition function becomes Z ∼ exp (−S E ). Therefore in the imaginary time, the Euclidean action S E has to be real.
dt is the period of Euclidean time and r + is the radius of the black hole horizon defined by the largest root of f (r + ) = 0. The Euclidean black holes are static and satisfy the constraint H(r) = 0, thus the Euclidean action is just the boundary term S EB . In the canonical ensemble, the temperature should be kept fixed under the variation of the action. By doing variation of the Euclidean action, one finds that the variation of the boundary term is given by the total derivative term after the variation 10 ,
The equations in the first integral of the last identity is just one of the equations of motion related F (R) and N (R), thus is zero before the integral. Therefore we obtain the variation of the boundary term
To obtain equations of motion, we need not to know the explicit form of δF or δÑ . But to calculate the boundary term, we will need the explicit forms of the solutions, which have been obtained in Eq.(II.25) and Eq.(II.26). The thermodynamics of topological neutral black holes solution in HL gravity with generic λ has been explored in Ref. [22] .
B. Thermodynamics of the Topological Charged Black Holes
In the following, we will mainly focus on the thermodynamics of (3 + 1)-dimensional topological charged 10 Note: δF ′ = − ← − ∂ r δF , we have also used the identity that H(r) = 0, in addition, The coordinate r is invariant under the variation.
black holes in generalized HL gravity with λ = 1. More generically, let's consider the case with ǫ 2 = 0 case. According to Eq.(II.40) and Eq.(II.44), the action of the full Lagrangian of the HL gravity at d = 3 with λ = 1 can be written as
where α −1 = c 3 /(16πG N ) and S B is a surface term, which must be chosen so that the action has an extremum under variations of the fields with appropriate boundary conditions. One demands that the fields approach the classical solutions at infinity. Varying the action, one finds,
where the boundary term S B is the conserved charged associated action to the improper gauge transformations produced by time evolution. Here M and N 0 are a conjugate pair, thus when one varies M , N 0 must be fixed. Therefore the boundary term should be in the form of an integral as above, where S 0 is an arbitrary constant fixed by some physical degree of freedom [18] , i.e., the black holes mass vanishes when black holes horizon goes to zero. For the above action in HL gravity, one identifỹ
where N 0 could be normalized to be one due to the arbitrariness ofÑ (r), i.e., it can be absorbed by rescaling time coordinate. c 0 is an integration constant, which can be expressed in terms of black holes horizon radius r + via f (r + ) = 0.
For topological charged black holes, the corresponding red shift factors are
from which, the constant c 0 can be expressed in terms of black holes horizon radius r + via f (r + ) = 0,
(IV.10)
When ǫ = 1, the situation reduces to be the case of topological AdS 4 Schwazschild black holes.
Mass
For topological charged black holes in generalized HL d+1 gravity, according to the Hamiltonian approach similar to Eq.(IV.8), one obtain U d (r, 1) = ∂ r c 0 , where U d (r, λ) is given in Eq.(II.40) and F (r) with λ = 1 given by Eq.(II.54). We get the mass of the black holes in
where the black hole mass is always positive. The topological black hole obtain its minimal masses at
For ǫ = 0, neutral black holes (q 0 = 0), one can obtain its minimal masses
(IV.13)
Considering that Λ W < 0, the first kind of minimum is achieved for the case of k = 1 or k = 0, while the second kind of minimum is achieved for the case of k = −1,
The minimum means that for k = 1, the AdS Schwartzschild black hole has an minimum mass; for k = 0, the masses of the black branes and their horizons are both vanishing, thus there are no black branes; for k = −1, the mass of the black holes are zero but the horizon are non-vanishing, therefore there exist massless black holes in AdS hyperbolic space, with minimal horizons at r + = 1/ √ −Λ W for the topological neutral black holes HL gravity with λ = 1.
For ǫ = 1, the topological black holes solution to HL gravity reduce to be the IR relevant ones with Lagrangian L 0 in Eq.(II.13) with red shift factor shown above and reduces to be the Einstein's GR solution in Eq.(II.16) by setting q 0 = 0. The positive of the black holes masses require that
For k = 1 or k = 0, this is always true, since Λ W < 0; for k = −1 case, this implies that
According to the equations above, the mass of the topological black hole in Einstein general relativity becomes
from which one can obtain the minimal mass for neutral black hole which means this is no black hole. For k = −1 case, the minimal mass becomes
which corresponds to the AdS 4 black hole with minimum mass and non-vanishing horizon.
Temperature
For generic solution of topological neutral black holes in HL gravity with arbitrary λ in Eq.(II.2) with Eq.(II.32), one can obtain the temperature by imposing periodic boundary conditions to diminish the conical singularity at horizon of the Euclidean black holes solution, e.g, one can set the time period β as below
which gives the temperature of the black holes
13 Note: For k = 1 case, M is an monotonically increasing functions, since
14 Alternatively, one can directly obtain the Hawking temperature by calculating surface gravity of the metric,
.
(IV. 22) In the limit λ → 1, by using the L'Hospital rule, we have λ + → ±∞ and λ − → 1/2, the temperature of the negative branches are
which just reduce to the topological neutral black holes solution in HL gravity with λ = 1 when C F = 1.
Similarly, the Hawking temperature of the topological charged black holes in (d + 1)-dimensional HL gravity with λ = 1 can be obtained by directly calculating the surface gravity κ 0 at the horizon, according to the metric in Eq.(II.2) withÑ (r) = 1 and red-shift factor f (r) given in Eq.(II.55),
(IV.26)
where r + is the largest root of the equation f (r) = 0. Note that the cosmological constant Λ W is negative to make the speed of light real. Since the appearance of the electric charge, the extremal black holes with vanishing temperature always exist within reasonable parameter regime. 27) where r
For neutral black holes, the extremal solution T = 0 exists if and only if k = 0 or k = +1, with r + = 0 or r + = 1/ √ −3Λ W respectively. In the extremal shown above, the Hawking temperature vanishes, and it corresponds to an extremal black hole.
Entropy
In the following, we will obtain the black entropy by using the first law of black hole thermodynamics with assumption that the first law always keeps valid:
(IV.28)
By integrating the relation and by using the mass in Eq.(IV.11) and the temperature in Eq.(IV.26) we have for (d + 1)-dimensions case,
where we have used Eq.(III.5). It is worthy of noticing that for d ≥ 4 case, the entropy has no logarithmic terms. The curvature term is always proportional to r −2 + . While in (3 + 1)-dimensions, we have
where S 0 is an integration constant, which should be fixed by physical degree of freedom. In conclusion, the canonical Hamiltonian formalism allows us to define the entropy that satisfies the first law of thermodynamics. In general the integration constant S 0 is calculated by invoking the quantum theory of the gravity, thus is not fixed at the moment, as a result, one cannot determine whether the black holes are thermodynamic stable or not.
For the Ricci flat black branes with k = 0, the logarithmic term is absent thus the entropy is proportional to the horizon area. In this case, one can set S 0 = 0, and assuming that the black hole entropy vanishes when horizon goes to zero. While for k = 0 case, S 0 in non-vanishing. For example, for d = 3 case, by using Eq.(III.5), the entropy can be expressed as
where we have used that Λ W = −2/ℓ 2 , and S 0 is chosen to be
It is worth of noticing that the absolute value of entropy is non-vanishing even at T = 0, i.e., independent of temperature. According to Eq.(IV.29) and Eq.(IV.31), the entropy becomes
are the boundary surface area of the black holes, and A
In the nature unit c = 1, G N = 1, the leading term is just one quarter of horizon area, i.e., A 2,k /4, which origins from the contribution of L 0 by setting ǫ = 1. The second term is a logarithmic term, where A 0 2,k = Ω 2,k ℓ 2 is a constant of dimension of length squared which are introduced to fix the integration constant S 0 .
Basically speaking, S 0 should be fixed by counting micro degrees of freedom in some QFT of gravity in the UV. The logarithmic term of entropy often appears in the quantum correction of black hole entropy. For the topological black holes in the HL gravity, the logarithmic term disappears for the black branes with Ricci flat horizon, which can be verified by setting k = 0,
In this case, the area formula of black hole entropy in Einstein gravity is recovered in topological black holes with flat 2-dimensional spatial hypersurface. While for Ricci curved black holes, the logarithmic term will be present, which can be verified by setting ǫ = 0.
where the logarithmic term comes from the contribution of L 1 , which origins form detailed balance condition of HL gravity. While if the condition is completely violated, i.e, ǫ = 1, then the entropy reduces to the well-know area formula again, since the effect of higher derivative terms disappears. Moreover, it is worthy of noticing that the charge q 0 (r + ) does not appear explicitly in the expression of charged topological black holes entropy in terms of horizon radius r + , in other words, the entropy is not of a function of q 0 explicitly. This is due to the fact that black holes entropy is a function of horizon geometry.
Heat Capacity
To discuss the local stability of the black holes, one need to calculate the heat capacity of the black holes. The black holes are locally thermodynamically stable if the heat capacity is always positive. While they are locally thermodynamically unstable if the heat capacity is always negative.
The capacity of a black hole is defined as
From which, by using Eq.(IV.11) and Eq.(IV.26), we obtain the heat capacity of the topological charged/neutral black in HL gravity with λ = 1 15 ,
where we have used the notation that x + ≡ √ −Λ W r + .
Free Energy
By studying the Euclidean action or the free energy, S E = βF = βM − S, one can obtain the information on the global stability of the black hole thermodynamics. The free energy of the black holes F is given by
which can be used to determine whether there exists the Hawking-Page transition [17] associated with the black holes in HL gravity with λ = 1 in (3 + 1)-dimensions. The global stability of black hole is determined by the signature of free energy F , if F < 0, then the black hole is globally thermodynamically stable. By using Eq.(IV.12),
15 Note: In the following, we have kept the expression of κ 2 /κ 4 W , in order to observe the sign of the heat capacity and Free energy. In (3 + 1)-dimensions, by using Eq.(A.26), one has
Eq.(IV.27) and Eq.(IV.31), we have
Because S 0 is undetermined, thus we cannot determine the signature of the free energy. However if the term S 0 is vanishing, then the free energy is negative for large horizon distance(r + ≫ 1), implying that large black branes in HL gravity are globally thermodynamically stable. For the case ǫ = 0, q 0 = 0, the result in HL just corresponds to the free energy of black holes in the Einstein's general relativity. If one choose the S 0 to be that defined in Eq.(IV.32), i.e., in this choice, the absolute value of entropy will be zero for ǫ = 1 case as classical general relativity at large distance. Then the corresponding free energy of the black holes becomes
The phase transition of the topological charged black holes in Horǎva-Lifshitz gravity have been studied in Refs. [38, 39] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The traditional quantization of classical gravity theory suffers the non-renormalizability problems in the ultraviolet (UV) high energy scale due to that the dimensionfull garavitational coupling carries a negative mass dimensions [G N ] = −2. As one of candidate UV complete gravity theories, Hořava-Lifshitz(HL) gravity solves the problem from the aspect of scaling dimension of gravity couplings for both kinetic and slef-interactions terms. The theory treats time as a special dimension among the whole space-time, which carries a critical scaling dimension index z = 1, indicating the deviation from the scaling dimension of pure space dimension, namely 1. Consequently, the theory is non-relativistic but renormalizable at ultra-high energy with fixed point z ≥ d in the (d + 1)-dimensional space-time, which can flow through geometric Ricci flow equations with parameter λ, to Einstein's general relativity at large distance with critical exponent z = 1.
In the paper, we have investigated the topological black holes in generalized HL 4 gravity with critical exponent z = 3 in ultra-high energy, which indicates anisotropy between time and space at short distance, as well as the detailed balanced violation parameter ǫ = 0, while still assuming that the pure spatial space with topological index k = 0, ±1 are still homogeneous. We concentrated on the topological charged black holes in HL d+1 gravity with Ricci flow parameter λ = 1, which just reduces to be the Dirac-De Witt's canonical gravity. Through Hamiltonian approach, we have solved the topological charged black holes metric in HL 4 at fixed point z = 3 with parameter λ = 1. The solution reduces to be the RN AdS black hole from classical nonrenormalizable Einstein-Maxwell action in the IR limit at large distance with the detailed balance violation parameter ǫ = 1(orĤ = 1 as defined in Eq.(III.10)). In particular, the metric of the corresponding topological charged black holes in HL 4 with critical exponent z = 4, and those in HL 3 with critical exponent z = 2 for λ = 1 are also solved. With these topological charged black holes' metric, we have studied their thermodynamic statistical quantities, including temperature, entropy, heat capacity and free energy. We have studied their asymptotic behavior of the topological charge black holes' metric in HL gravity on infinite boundary, which gives the pure AdS geometry as expected and thus the corresponding conformal symmetry on the boundary. The near horizon behaviors of the topological black holes in HL gravity are also studied, especially at and near extremal horizon regions, which just correspond to the zero temperature and finite temperature limit. It has been found that in both zero and finite temperature limit, the topological charged black holes in HL gravity with d ≥ 3, just reduce to be, e.g., the AdS
for Ricci flat case with k = 0 or curved case with topological indexes k = 1, respectively. As physical consequences, scale invariance is present on the boundary of HL gravity in the scaling limit for both zero temperature and finite temperature case. For the topological charged black holes' metric in HL 3 with d = 2, the red-shift factor of the metric tensor and U (1) gauge field are given in Eq.(III.12), which are consistent with the basic results of (2 + 1)-dimensional electromagnetic field theory. This case is more special, due to the logarithmic divergence at singularity r = 0 point. In fact, HL 3 gravity is special by itself, since the spectral dimension of spacetime in ultra-high energy at short distances is effectively d s = 2 [5] , which has been studied via causal dynamical triangulations approach [27] . In the Hořava-Lifshitz(HL) gravity, time is a special dimension in space-time, and a codimension-q(q = 1) foliation preserving diffeomorphisms is imposed to the space-time manifold M. The levels of the foliation are the hypersurfaces of constant time, and all leaves of foliation are topologically equivalent to a d-dimensional manifold with fixed time with intrinsic metric g ij and extrinsic curvature K ij induced along the leaves. The functions which take constant values on each leaf are called projectable functions. Intuitively, the foliation diffeomorphism can be viewed as a gauge invariance, thus N i can be interpreted as gauge fields associated with the space-time-dependent spatial diffeomorphism and N as the time-dependent time reparametrizations. The generators of their infinitesimal transformations are respectively in non-relativistic limit,
under which, one say that HL gravity manifests d-dimensional spatial general covariance and timereparameterization invariance. The dynamical field consists of d-dimensional spatial metric g ij (a tensor), shift variable N i (a vector) and lapse function N (a scalar), which transforms respectively as
where they are all functions of t and x i . The lapse function N is viewed as a gauge field for time reparameterizations, and is effectively restricted to depend only on time t, but not the spatial coordinates x i [4].
Theory Structure: the Action
The anisotropic scaling properties of the space and time are respectively depicted by the dynamical critical exponent(or Lifshitz index) z at the fixed point,
Thus the theory does not have the full diffeomorphism invariance of GR but only a subset, or local Galilean invariance. While when z = 1, it is the standard relativistic scale invariance. The space and time are dimensionful in the units of mass(spatial momentum or inverse spatial length),
As a result, the scaling dimension of the speed of light at the fixed point is
At z = 1, the speed of light is dimensionless and the theory just reduce to the usual general relativity in infrared(IR) limit at long distance. While in the ultraviolet(UV) limit, the HL gravity switches to other z = 1 to make the theory renormalizable. The dynamical field of HL gravity theory consists of spatial metric g ij , a spacial vector N i , and a spatial scalar N , which are respectively the spatial sector of metric, the shift variable and the lapse function in (d + 1) split of (d + 1)-dimensional relativistic space-time metric. For a generic metric, it can be decomposed in the (d + 1)-dimensional Arnowitt-DeserMisner (ADM) formalism,
Generally speaking, one can start from an usual relativistic metric g µν in the usual ADM (d + 1)-decomposition with c restored that x 0 = c t and expanded the metric in the non-relativistic limit c → ∞. The metric and its inverse can be written explicitly as beloŵ
The definition of extrinsic curvature(second fundamental form) of the leaves at constant time moment in spatial sector is
where the covariant derivatives are defined with respect to the spatial metric g ij . Then according to the scaling of space-time defined in Eq.(A.4), one can obtain the classical scaling dimensions of the dynamical fields as below
since the scaling dimension of extrinsic curvature inversely proportional to that to time coordinate, [
In the ADM metric defined in Eq.(A.6), the generating function (or partition function in quantum statistics) of the quantum gravity can be expressed in the path integral formalism,
where S is the action of Hořava-Lifshitz gravity, which consists of the kinetic sector S K and the potential sector S V .
a. Kinetic sector
The kinetic sector of the action is
where G ijkl is a generalization of Wheeler-De Witt metric on spatial foliation with spatial diffeomorphism invariance,
λ is a free parameter, representing a dynamical dimensionless coupling constant, and it is susceptible to quantum corrections. In the relativistic theory, the full space-time diffeomorphism invariance fixes the value of λ = 1 to restore Einstein's general relativity at large distance 17 . Consequently, λ is a coupling constant, which characterizes the deviation from general relativity(GR) in the IR. The ordinary derivative can be generalized to be general covariant derivatives and the time derivative of the metric is replaced byġ ij → (ġ ij − ∇ i N j − ∇ j N i )/N = 2K ij , which transforms covariantly under foliation-preserving diffeomorphisms. Together with the general covariant volume elements √ −ĝ = det g ij N = |g ij |N ≡ √ gN , the kinetic sector of the action becomes
where 
Note that the couplings κ will be dimensionless in (d + 1) space-time if z = d, while the coupling λ is always dimensionless, reflecting the fact that K ij K ij and K 2 are separately spatial invariant under foliation differmorphism invariant.
In the UV energy scale, the renormalizability of HL gravity is completed determined by the dimensions of the couplings κ as shown in Eq.(A.16), if
The theory will be power-counting renormalizable when z = d and super-renormalizable when z > d.
b. Potential sector
The potential sector of the action is
where V[g] is the potential of the Lagrangian density, which is a function of metric g ij and is independent of its time derivative(so that it respects time-independent spatial diffeomorphisms). The volume elements √ −ĝ = det g ij N is incorporated to make the action general covariant.
One will first focus on the highest dimension term, which will be dominant at the short distance and determine the high energy behavior of the theory. Then one should consider all possible relevant terms of lower dimension in potential, which are induced in the infrared via RG flow from the UV fixed point. Considering the scaling dimensions of the coordinates given in Eq.(A.4) and since that R ij ∼ ∂ i Γ k jk − ∂ i ∂ j g, one obtains the scaling dimension of the Riemann tensor R ij and scalar R, which are always defined in terms of the metric g ij on the d-dimensional leaves of the space-time foliation,
The potential sector of the theory can be great simplified by imposing detailed balance condition, which requires that the potential term to be of a special form
where E ≡ E ij g ij and E ij has to be obtained from a variation of some spatial isotropic potential W [g ij ], i.e., the Euclidean action of a relativistic theory in d-dimensional space with respect to the metric g ij , 21) and G ijkl denotes the inverse of the generalized WheelerDe Witt metric in Eq.(A.14), satisfying
It's obvious that the scaling dimension of the inverse metric is [G ijkl ] = 0. It is worthy of noticing that when λ = 1 in (3 + 1)-dimensional space-time, the generalized metric just reduce to be the original Wheeler-De Witt metric,
The expression in Eq.(A.21), is called detailed balance condition, which connects a d-dimensional relativistic theory described by the action W to a (d + 1)-dimensional theory described by the action S K − S V .
As a simple demo, assuming with W the d-dimensional spatial isotropic Einstein-Hilbert potential and also its scaling dimension
According to Eq.(A.21), we obtain E ij and its scaling dimension
In this case, the Hořava-Lifshitz gravity theory in (d + 1) dimensions takes the potential density form as below
Note that when d > 2, lower dimension operator Λ W in the W potential will induce two new terms, proportional to Λ W R and Λ 2 W , which are combined as the third term in the above expression. It is worthy of noticing that 
which is a generalized covariantized Ricci flow equation with parameter λ. The flow takes account of a spatial diffeomorphism(possibly time-dependent) and a time reparametrization. The naive Ricci flow equation is obtained by choosing a popular gauge N = 1, N i = 0 and λ = 1, we havė
where R is the average(mean) of the scalar curvature, and the normalized equation preserves the volume of the metric. The time evolution equation of the metric g ij is called the geometric evolution equation with normalized Ricci flow for a Riemannian manifold in math literatures. The normalization coefficient in front of right hand side of the equation is not important since it can be changed to any nonzero real number by rescaling time t, while the minus sign in front is relevant since it ensures that the Ricci flow is well-defined for sufficiently small positive times, which means g ij can run forwards in time but not usually backwards. The physical meaning of the equation is that the Ricci flow tends to expand negatively curved regions of the manifold, and contract positively curved regions of the manifold [26] .
Path Integral Formulation:Lagrangian
The full action of the theory becomes
Note that the second equality is true since the mixing term between k ij and E ij turns out to be a total derivatives in the bulk space-time. This can be seen as follows: by using the normalization condition 
where the last term will be absent by using the Bianchi identity 
The action with all terms are at least linear in the auxiliary field B ij and with the linear term proportional to a gradient flow equation, one can deduce that the scaling dimension of the auxiliary field as
By making a translation of B ij , we can obtain the classical evolution equation of the gravity for g ij ,
or more explicitly In addition, by using Eq.(A.9), one can express it as an more explicit dynamical equation on the metric g ij ,
which is a EOM with first order in time derivative and z in spatial derivative. It is clear that the evolution of g ij is governed by a gradient flow δW/δg ij on the spatial foliations, and some gauge transformations represented by N i and N . If the action of a theory is associated with a gradient flow generated by some time-independent potential W [g ij (x)], we say that the theory satisfies detailed balance condition. Detailed balance condition guarantee that the theory with action in (d + 1)-dimension can inherit the renormalization properties from the theory with potential W in d-dimensions in terms of quantum inheritance principle [4] . Alternatively, the partition function of the d-dimensional theory described by W yield a natural solution from the theory in ( From the full action in Eq.(A.29), the canonical momentum conjugate to the metric g ij can be easily obtained 37) and the momentum conjugate to N i and N are identically zero, i.e, π i ≡ δS/δN i = 0, π 0 ≡ δS/δN = 0. In this case, the Lagrangian of the kinetic term can be re-written as
With this and (A.34), the Hamiltonian density of the theory becomes
where we have used the definition of extrinsic curvature
In the UV limit at short distance, the theory will exhibit as renormalizable theory at Lifshitz fixed point with dynamic critical exponent z = 2, since the dimension of the gravity couplings are dimensionless.
In the IR limit at large distance, the terms proportional to Ricci scalar R and cosmological constant Λ W will dominate and the theory flows to the 3-dimensional(without Lorentz theory) GR with dynamical critical exponent z = 1. The dynamics of the metric at the fixed point is controlled by the Ricci flow equation in Eq.(A.27) with λ = 1,
The corresponding effective speed of light, Newtonian constant and cosmological constant are 16) where the term with high curvature due to V 2 will improve the UV behavior of the HL gravity at short distance. Combining Eq.(A.29) and Eq.(B.15) together, the total action can be written as
where we have used the identity that
In the IR limit at large distance, the theory is dominated by the last term, which proportional to the spatial curvature Ricci scalar R and the constant term. The theory with dynamical critical exponent z = 3 should flow to the GR with critical exponent z = 1, so that κ In (3 + 1) dimensions, if the theory is located at z = 4 fixed point, the coupling κ will have a scaling dimension [κ] = 1/2, which implies that the UV theory defined in Eq.(A.29) will be super-renormalizable by power counting, because the kinetic term will be suppressed by scaling dimension [κ 2 ] = 1, which improve the short distance properties of the propagator. In three dimensions, the action of Euclidean gravity with quadratic curvature terms is In the UV limit, the operators with higher scaling dimensions in the potential dominate at short distance, i.e., terms inherited from W 3 , the theory exhibits a z = 4 Lifshitz fixed points. While in the IR limit, the operators with lower dimensions in the potential will dominate at long distance, i.e. the terms proportional to ricci scalar and those with cosmological constant. Combining Eq.(A.29), Eq.(A.24), and Eq.(B.21) together, the total action can be written as Note that at λ = 1/3, the effective speed of light is divergent, the dominant terms in Eq.(B.26) are proportional to those involving only Ricci scalar R and cosmological constant Λ W , the theory exhibit an anisotropic Weyl symmetry, which is a new conformal anisotropic local scale invariance. The fact that the speed of light is almost infinite when λ c = 1/3, the divergence in the UV opens an interesting impossibility: that no inflation is needed at early times in the evolution of the universe. λ represents a dynamical dimensionless coupling constant, susceptible to any quantum corrections. For λ > λ c , Λ W < 0; while for λ < λ c , Λ W > 0 so that the effective speed of light is non-negative. In addition it is worthy of noticing that, the effective cosmological constant Λ owns the same sign as Λ W . While the effect of a positive cosmological constant corresponds to a negative pressure effect, and vice verse. This can be effectively understood by assuming that the universe is an ideal fluid [33, 34] , i.e., T µν ∼ Λg µν ∼ −pg µν . A positive cosmological constant will result a positive vacuum energy density, consequently it implies a negative pressure, which will drive an accelerated expansion of the space-time. In summary, one has 1. λ > 1/3: Λ W has to be negative, thus the cosmological constant Λ < 0, which implies a positive pressure, that tend to decelerate the expansion of the universe, just like the effect of ordinary matter; 2. λ < 1/3: Λ W has to be positive, thus the cosmological constant Λ > 0, which implies a negative pressure, that tend to accelerate the expansion of the universe. 
